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university california
richard C rudolph east asian library
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exchange
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otani university library 1995
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intern
year stay
opportunity work
otani university library during my oneyear
libraries
attended various conferences workshops
meetings related
kyoto 1I
bibliographical studies partially supported
UCLA
otani university
providing continuous education
need
training library
recent years
recently
specialized
discussed vigorously japan 1I
noticed
staff
staffhas
seminars
organized east asian librarianship
workshops
united states
perspective my experience japan
seen
year long training program
yearlong
1I
1I learned many things
fact 1I realize
gotten elsewhere my
might
well balanced
experience however naturally reflects my personal interests
training
case
discuss
what follows 1I
general librarianship japanese studies
1I took part
library related meetings
my internship experience
japan 1I hope
observations
interest colleagues
my experiences
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particularly
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states
divide my paper
three sections 1 internship otani university library 2
3 study groups
Conferences workshops
meetings those meetings
larger scale
conferencesworkshops
usually involved
institutions
discussed
second section
otani
me attend these meetings
matter fact arranged
university library
end
conference described
50th anniversary conference
exception
nippon
librarianship
section 1I introduce small scale meetings voluntarily
association
organized
groups individuals
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otani university library

collection
extraordinary quality
otani university library
special strength
lib
resources related buddhism
estimated
librarys
december 1997
rarys holdings
relatively large collection
approximately 670000 volumes
university
student body both graduate
less
faculty humanities
undergraduate
5000
library
collection includes
selected
special
keeps
1500 rare items
designated important cultural properties
library
storage area among these items six
collection
received several donations magnificent quality
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belonged dr kiichiro kanda consisting
10000 volumes old chinese japanese
13

korean materials
books

library
originally belonged

recently received another donation

30000 volumes
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worked ten days every month throughout year
long period during my internship
yearlong
library
old
learn
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rare japanese books 1I
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old books division under
megumi yokota veteran rare book librarian
specializing chinese
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catalog materials
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kojl temple
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shin school pure land buddhism tokyo
ofgenkoji
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precious old books
collect
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lost
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materials assigned me
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materials
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wood block printed hand
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handwritten
produced
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description
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schedules
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procedure
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different editions
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library
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particularly japanese chinese
rare materials
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compare several different editions
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same work
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differences books
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publication
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yokota

staff members

library

always very helpful

generously gave
yokota
me insights
advice concerning old
rare books
masaharu ozaki
involved many activities
two full time rare book librarians
old books division
campus besides
regular duties compiling book catalogs
providing reference services
teach
courses
universitys library education program organize exhibits
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participate
scholarly meetings
regularly held
campus
valuable experience
buddhist textual studies
daily activities
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book displays
library
course great educational opportunities
learn
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lib
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librarys
rarys important holdings
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six exhibits ranging
many
day
prepare
events during my internship
organized
week long period
scholarly quality
campus
works librarians
lib rarys rare book holdings apparent
professors
librarys
otani university regarding
annotated catalogs
numerous publications
well articles shoko
otani university
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evident
began publication 1983
library
librarys
rare books
holdings play
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japan association private university libraries holds annual conference
association
prepare smaller
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meetings
scale workshops
tokal
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koku
Han shin chugoku Shi
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seikoku
shl
kyoto hanshin
member libraries
kyoto region group well
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entire western region section

while

Set sunan university osaka
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held osaka
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annual meeting
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support research
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system development
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exhibit entitled old japanese dictionaries
tour
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total
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catalogs
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gift
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old books
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period between 1940
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half day
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day
plenary meetings
2000 total participants
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14 separate subsections
day
trip
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plenary session
field
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governor oita prefecture
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sub
individual sessions
sections
JLA director
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specific issues
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special focus
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plenary session
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conference
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5 oth anniversary
burnal
title
dedicated
significant j ournal
history
1946 1996 since
librarianship 19461996
nippon association
establishment
association
approximately 4400 individuals
1092 institutions
supported
two day
guest speakers
300 participants featured two lectures
conference
abroad
individuals
nine presentations
various topics
well representatives
association including school libraries library science
research groups organized
education oral history multimedia
technical services research groups
library
german dean library services california state
michael gorman
guest speakers
university fresno
shanghai library
chien chung wu associate director
institute scientific & technical information shanghai both lecturers discussed libraries
five presentations
twenty first century these lectures
librarianship
research
8
first day session
available print
followed
reception
groups
9
publications
publication
received
gift
attendants
conference
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held
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group seiri gijutsu kenkyu
gs research grou
services
technical Servic
kenryu gurupu
major sub organizations
technical services research group
nippon
sub organizations based
association originally
librarianship
association
nara region groups these geographical
geographical regions
osaka wakayama
sub organizations based
later replaced
subject areas
regional groups
filing rules
suho kenkyu
study group Hairet
hairetsuho
these sub
kenryu gurupu established 1955
eventually turned
organizations
1957
technical services research group 10

interest
name
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related cataloging
recent activities

historically focused
issues
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seen publications
group
seiri
12
kenkyu11
tp&d
members mainly university professors
kenkyu
series
forum
gijutsu
gjutsu kenryu
librarians meet monthly 1I attended
groups study meetings august 1996
auditor
13
former meeting
speaker
april 1997
ten participants prof yasuo
jenshin university presented paper
paper14
principle ideas suggested
iwashita nagasaki junshin
michael gorman regarding cataloging rules
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establishment 1976
association private university libraries since
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publication Sho
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ayumi 19761992
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very scholarly quality
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761992
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early movable type edition printed 1597
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member libraries
21 librarians
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association
organization
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hanshin
individuals
addition
members
bibliographical study group
study group western rare books seeking learning
established another gathering
group suggests
name
institutional constraints although
opportunities free
interest
group seems
case
really
western rare books
focus
thefocus
west
members include
rather cover aspects bibliographical studies both east
participation non
welcome
antiquarian book sellers
professors librarians
able attend three these gatherings
gatherings fortunately 1I
members
very rewarding learning experiences
turned
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sugihara paper research institute
old technique
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generation generation through
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century17
seventh
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predecessor
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believed
tempyo period
tenpyo
capital during
popular paper
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sugihara paper
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trip
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shoskin
shosoin
documents held
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729757
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joined
handson demonstration paper making
day trip
group organized
october 1996
kami cho hyogo where staff members demonstrated

june 1997 lectures
organized
dinki university central library
kinki
january
former meeting prof kiyoshi matsuda kyoto university discussed several manuscripts
investigated
1738 1793
historical background behind
seihei 17381793
kaikoku geidan
kaitoku
heidan hayashi shihei
latter gathering prof yasuhiko araki kinki
dinki university
work
production
jesuit publications
early
late sixteenth
comparative study
demonstrated
highlight
regard printing techniques
seventeenth centuries japan particularly
examine
audience
see
original manuscripts
chance
these lectures
printed books extreme rarity

group daigaku Tos
Kenkyukai
hokan kenkyukai
toshokan
university library research groul2daigaku
area library
study groups membership consists university professors
half
organized
half librarians although four meetings
information science
participate
able
two them I1 assume
during my yearlong
year long stay kyoto 1I
technology
area library operation
format
focus
group
three hours
group members
meetings
usually
lecture
visit
osaka city university media center
meeting
february 8 1997
center large 13 story 10 floors above ground
newly opened october 1996
cornplex computer center
heliport
building
roof comprises library complex
19
facilities
building
new
general information processing education center
delivery
example
highly computerized
robot like automatic guided vehicles
robotlike
maintains traditional space
center
hand
materials between floors
center open
residents
public users
tatami mats particularly
room
18

unfortunately however
university
difficulty continuing these gatherings
meeting february 1997
20 participants gathered
lack participation while
meetings
meeting voice discontinue
actual members
numerous
meeting
raised
time
held before my departure
japan june 1997
registration fee
osaka city
library research group seems

y2000
2000

two years

fall
special gatherings
meetings discussed above 1I
attended
these occasions
Nakanoshima library
lecture organized
osaka prefectural nakanoshima
interested attending
anyone
public
lecture
admission
open
mail prof yukio fujimoto oftoyoma
apply
toyoma university lecturer
lecture
influence
publishing culture
korean books
event spoke
edo period
lib rarys korean
librarys
given
opportunity examine several old books
audience
rare book collection approximately 5000 volumes

besides

conclusion
conventional library staff should
basic goals
know books should
experience particularly
time period however takes great deal time
pursue
anyone
handles old
united states obtain
even harder
rare books
good training
attained
expertise especially
area old japanese books
old
rare books
situation arises
under ordinary circumstances
result
old
decades
reasonable access them never provided users
known exist
patrons access
very difficult
UCLA east asian library
japanese materials
enormous help prof jun suzuki
national institute japanese literature
accessible online
visiting librarians these rare sources
stored
now
well several
these
specialized area under adequate climate controls however 1I think
materials still deserve further attention

during my yearlong
year long stay

then
learn great deal
books
list few
rare japanese materials
surrounding environments particularly concerning old
1I met many people
whom 1I
fact
start
these aspects my experience 1I
these materials besides
people 1I met
concerns
share common interests
opportunities
get know
meetings described above 1I
through attending
intern site
institutions including keio university
personally visiting libraries
professionals
mita media center waseda
baseda university library national institute japanese literature
rare book
historiographical institute tokyo university
kyoto national museum
kindly shared
experience
specialists
extremely helpful
these institutions
me
knowledge

japan I1

able

another positive aspect

1I
able
learn
useful
my experience japan
1I
these resources
united states
normally encounter
resources
rare book division
shir izu monographic series published
shirizu
bunken shirozu
keio university
compiler
tsutomu shiraishi
series
mita media center 1I am especially grateful
title20
series
titie
these volumes
generously gave me several volumes
matter
edition several holdings old buddhist texts
fourteenth
fact helped identify
1I
catalogs compiled
found useful
resources
century UCLA
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antiquarian book dealers
otani university library actively collects certain types rare
antiquarian book dealers constantly visit
materials
old books division bringing
catalogs
sometimes actual books
sale
new acquisitions
library
1I found
item
these catalogs
greatly resembled scroll 1I
seen
special collections UCLA
just before my departure japan
department specialcollections
manuscript
uclajust
Ayo
scroll contains part ofmyoho rengeayo
kyo
rengekyo
renge
great artistic value being
lotus sutra
2111I
catalog211
beautifully illustrated frontispiece gold
decorated
silver
catalog
learned
item held
text
department UCLA since
1960s
actually
1617 1687
transcribed hino hirosuke 16171687
occasion
seventeenth anniversary 1667
1651
1604
death oftokugawa
iemitsu 1604165
16041651
1651
tokugawa lemitsu
organize
occasion
learning abroad
substantial period time
easy task
anyone working east asian libraries
united states 1I found however
very
rewarding my case 1I am confident
my experience
resulted
deeper understanding
1I hope
japanese libraries
librarians
understanding individuals
eventually
lead
active mutual cooperation between libraries
two countries
variety
closing
like
manners
paper 1I
convey my great appreciation
UCLA
library well two directors
prof
otani university library prof seiki miyashita
kindly supported my internship many words
sensho kimura
thanks
due
osamu
staff members
otani university library addition prof jun suzuki
ami ofkinki
morigami
Morig
dinki university library
kinki
akinobu watanabe otani university
morikami
supportive my efforts
many years
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kenshu keizoku
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2 tenni daigaku fuzoku tenni toshokan
Tos hokan comp nihon
Shupp anbu 1996
ten tenni tenni daigaku shuppanbu
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kojisho
jisho kalkun 66 shunen

hideyoshi Hon
honganji
ganji ten kyoto ryukoku daigaku toshokan
Tos hokan 1996 2
shiiki bunka shiryo sen ryukoku daigaku soriteu
chorai seiiki
otani tankentai shorai
shanen kinen
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kyoto ryukoku daigaku 1989
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iroku heisei 8 nen 1I111 gatsu
4 dai ikui
kyosai Ken
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kenshukai
kogiroku
batsu 14
ka sui 15 nichi kin kyoto otani daigaku 1997
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shoko otani daigaku Tos
hokan ho
toshokan
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zenkoku
zentoku Tos
toshokan
bendo dai 82 kai oita oita oita shi 1997
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ibid 48
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shibata masami ed toshokankai saguin
sakuin dai 41 kan
Kenkyukai 1996
Toshokan kenkyukai
go 1996 osaka nihon toshokan
9
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I go
dai igo
izo
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dai 47 ken dai
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Shi
Kenkyukai seiri gyutsu
hokan kenkyukai
gijutsu kenkyu
toshokan
jyutsu
hota tsutomu comp nihon Tos
shihota
shihata
kenryu gurupu shi
sengo
ichi danmen
Tos hokan kenkyukai
Kenkyukai seiri gijutsu
daamen osaka nihon toshokan
kenryu
seiri guutsu
gijutsu kenkyu
gurupu 1993
gampu
kenkyu
kenryu gumpu
10
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guutsu kenkyu
hokan seiri gijutsu Kenk
yukai ed seiri gijutsu
kenkyukai
Tos
toshokan
kenryu tokyo ryukei
ryuhei shosha 1979-
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gumpu
gampu
tp&d forum series osaka nihon toshokan
Kenk yukai seiri gijutsu kenkyu
Tos hokan kenkyukai
kenryu gurupu
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various problems cataloging old
rare japanese materials especially
spoke
comparing japanese
description
american standard cataloging rules
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title ofmaikeru
further revised
later presented under
Maik
eru goman ni
maikeru
paper
malk
megette
50th anniversary conference
Megutte
Mokuro kuho
teigen 0 megutte
okeru
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nippon
librarianship
november 18 1996
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1976 1992 Shi
ritsu daigaku Toshokan
shoshiken
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toshokan kyokai
Kenk yukai 1992
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Kyo gikai shoshigaku
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hanshin
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Shiritsu daigaku
Cho kuhan shinkan
Kin shudan inshutsuji chosa shiritsu
keicho 2 nen chokuhan
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Sho shigaku kenkyukai
Kyo gikai shoshigaku
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guuku
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zuroku keio gijuku
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shirozu
Shirizu
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